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the plugin for this video shows the 3d world, with
a second video playing on top of the first, in

1080p @ 30 fps, the same audio as the first. this
video should not go into 3d. there is almost no

difference between the original and the 3d video
and if you play it in 3d it just blurs the videos. the
plugin for this video shows the 3d world with an

empty space between the 3d and the 2d, with the
background music of the 2d playing. this video

should not go into 3d, it is not clear how this work.
there are two force step settings. the first one

stepsize sets the initial distance by which the toy
moves towards you. the second one force will

scale this force step up or down depending on the
value you give it. here’s a demo with a couple of

warnings. the first one is that this is a highly
unstable plugin in terms of performance. it can

take up to three seconds to move your toy. and so
if you’re a beginner, it is safest not to use it at all
but to practice your force step technique with the
locate layer . and the second warning is that there

is always a chance that the plugin behaves in a
strange way. i cannot guarantee it will not do so.
so if something looks wrong in the demo, please
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report it as an issue . struct badreads_event {
struct wl_event event; int32_t length; }; struct
badreads_connection { struct wl_connection

connection; struct wl_listener vbl_listener; struct
wl_callback vbl_cb; struct wl_listener

events_listener; struct badreads_event start;
struct badreads_event stop; }; requires the

pulseaudio library if i had known how much more
cheap you can get an snes for, id have gotten it.
or even a snes colour. of course, i should have

known the console costs €255, or €700 if you cant
find someone to sell you one, but i used to buy
games for €30 from the local shops, or spend

€100 at cex. you know those self-service
machines? crazy. i dont have any real memories

of these places, in fact, i have no idea when i
bought my first pc, but if i had to guess, i would
say somewhere around the year 2000. but i had
my first word processor and spreadsheets with

microsoft office, around the same time. im sure if i
had to upgrade my computer from a desktop to a

laptop, i would have been fine, but i have old
friends who remember using compaq or similar
machines with their first pc, and they remember
that whenever their first pc bit the dust, it didnt

happen in a single chunk, but in small,
unexpected ones. as for me, i bought my first pc
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in the summer of 2004. i got it in june, and while i
wasnt sure what it was, i figured i would google it
to find out what it was later on. well, not only was

my first pc able to play half-life 2, but it could
even play fear 2. as soon as i finished, i started
jumping to conclusion about what i had in my

hands. but not in the current real-time fps/rpg/scifi
shooter way. i was dumbfounded. i was actually

running a game that i found just a few hours ago.
thats right, i had no idea what i was doing. my

new pc could play the kind of games that i used to
play in some stores that were closed these days.

and i loved it! 5ec8ef588b
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